AUSTRALIAN music stars will pay tribute to tragic rocker James Freud at the ARIA Awards tonight.

"The plan is for something simple, graceful and understated — yet powerful and resonant," ARIA producer Mark Pope said.

"We've got that." Freud, 51, took his own life on Thursday after a long battle with personal demons. He was the former frontman of internationally successful band, The Models.

"You can't let something as significant and sad as this go by without acknowledgement," Mr Pope said.

Mr Pope consulted with music bosses Michael Gudinski (pictured top right) about the tribute. Freud's family, wife Sally and sons Harrison and Jackson, will not be involved. But the tribute will not overshadow the music industry's premier night.

With big wins expected by rocker Dan Sultan, songstress Washington and siblings Angus and Julia Stone, tonight's ceremony is about new blood.

"I'm so old, I've heard that phrase changing of the guard three times," Mr Pope said.

"But it means the ARIAs is doing what it's supposed to do ... to uncover and promote new talent."

Mr Pope also rejected criticism about the show's new format.

Genre-specific trophies were awarded last week. Rocker Jimmy Barnes claimed it was insulting and discouraging to musicians.

Mr Pope said the Australian Music Industry Association insisted on change.

Erbe has been cast as detective Alexandra Nagel in the separate stalking charge involving New York family. Her father was a vice-president of two large companies and her mother was a secretary for Broadway producer David Merrick. Her grandmother, Alma Clayburgh, was an opera singer and classically Australian."

Law and Order fan meets law in real life

NEW YORK: A fan of Law & Order: Criminal Intent has been convicted of stalking Kathryn Erbe, who plays the show’s star detective, by posting threatening comments and photos on the internet.

Jurors, who heard testimony from Erbe (pictured) and defendant Charles Nagel in the four-day trial in Federal Court in Brooklyn, deliberated less than a day before reaching a split verdict. They acquitted the Philadelphia resident on a separate stalking charge based on his attempts to meet her on location.

Nagel, 36, had described himself as an avid but mild-mannered autograph seeker and fan of USA network series Criminal Intent, which featured Erbe as detective Alexandra Eames for nine seasons.

Rocker James Freud in his prime. His death at 51 rocked the industry

Host bowled over by Race

SYDNEY: Television actor Grant Bowler will be the host of The Amazing Race Australia.

Seven Network made the announcement yesterday, after production of the reality television show began last week.

"This race is going to be enormous," said Bowler (pictured), who is fresh from a stint on US series True Blood.

"The route is simply amazing. We have a wonderful cast, with incredible diversity between the teams and within the teams," he said.

"There are some fantastic characters that are iconically and classically Australian."

Cyrus spotted swigging Corona

DISNEY star Miley Cyrus has allegedly been busted drinking a bottled beer in a club in Spain — even though she is legally underage.

Photographs appear to show the 17-year-old Hannah Montana singer/actress in a tank top surrounded by men and clutching a Corona top surrounded by men.

The drinking age in Spain is 16, though enforcement can be irregular.

Her latest single, Who Owns My Heart, was released two weeks ago.
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